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What shape will you be?

Shaped Mirrors
Any room can be made to appear more spacious by adding a quality mirror.
But only some mirrors are built to make a statement.
Bring your unique space to life and choose a shaped mirror from the Stegbar range.

Frameless
Discover elegant simplicity
The shaped mirror range is entirely frameless, so it’s perfect for those who want a simplistic yet
contemporary look and feel. Whilst typically used in bathrooms, designers incorporate frameless
mirrors throughout the entire home.

Shapes
Mirror your personal style
Within the Stegbar range, there are five shapes to choose from. So no matter your design theme,
whether it be Moroccan, Scandinavian or Bohemian, you’ll find a mirror to complement your style.

Sizes
The perfect fit
Each shape comes in multiple sizes, but if you don’t see the mirror you’re after
our team will custom make a mirror just for you.

800mm Height x 700mm Width
900mm Height x 700mm Width
1000mm Height x 700mm Width

Installation
From inspiration to installation
At Stegbar, we understand building or renovating your home is a daunting process.
That’s why our installation team will deliver and install your mirror on the spot.
All you have to do is decide on the shape that best reflects your style.

600mm
800mm
1000mm

For a mirror that reflects your unique style, it has to be
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